"A woman with a clear head and a full heart"

BRITTANY WENGER
KNOWN FOR

• CREATING CLOUD4CANCER TO DETECT SIGNS OF BREAST CANCER, AT AGE 15

• WINNING THE 2012 GOOGLE SCIENCE FAIR PLUS $50000
HISTORY

• CLOUD4CANCER WAS INSPIRED BY BRITTANY’S COUSIN’S BREAST CANCER DIAGNOSIS

• PASSION FOR SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY FROM AN EARLY AGE

• THE PROJECT HAS SUPPORT FROM PRESIDENT OBAMA, IS BEING TESTED IN HOSPITALS
CHALLENGES

- SPENT OVER FIVE YEARS ON HER PROJECT
- SHE "WENT THROUGH THOUSANDS OF PAGES OF CODING AND DATA... AND PERFORMED OVER 7.6 MILLION TEST TRIALS"
- FAILED ON HER PROJECT TWICE BEFORE SUCCEEDING ON THE THIRD ATTEMPT
INSPIRING

• INCLUDED ON BOTH TIME'S AND FORBES' "30 UNDER 30" LISTS

• ROLE MODEL FOR YOUNG WOMEN INTERESTED IN STEM FIELDS